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“She was frigid and stern and warm and soft. She was evil incarnate in
enticing clothes. She was ice cold with a heart of gold. She was a beautiful
creature and a sadistic beast.”
Jump into the lusty mind of Dane Jenson, a mid-western farm boy and selfdescribed “kinky code monkey” with a thirst for the bright lights and erotic
adventures of New York City. Looking for identity, Dane finds a home in the
world of BDSM and joins a chosen family of kinky people who support each
other and play together. But you can’t fix unhappy from the outside. After
years of casual hook-ups, Dane realizes that “even when you sleep with
someone different every night, in the end they are all the same person - the
person you don’t want to spend your life with.”
That changed the night Dane met a rich Sugar Daddy who introduced him
to the lush life. Part mentor, part soul brother, and chef-par-excellence, Booker
gives Dane the love and support he craved his whole life. The only problem is
that Dane wants to marry a dominatrix so he can live out all his BDSM
fantasies. And there is a dominatrix he has been obsessed with for years...
There’s just one itsy bitsy problem. All his friends hate her. And when he finds
out the truth about her, he may hate her too.
Gloria Brame’s first novel in 20 years, Champions of Pleasure colorfully
displays her profound understanding of the backstories of queer/BDSM lives,
and the emotional highs and lows of being sexually different. The writing
sparkles with her unique combination of wit, intelligence and warmth. Dane’s
journey to sexual self-awareness is a painfully hilarious ride you will never
forget.
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